energybank LED Troffer Receives Prestigious
Architectural Products Magazine Product Innovation Award
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MANITOWOC, Wisc., November 21, 2017
The energybank ThinLine Architectural LED, previously recognized as a
Plant Engineering Product of the Year winner, has just received a
Product Innovation Award from Architectural Products Magazine.

2016

The Architectural Products Magazine Product Innovation Awards
(PIAs), judged by a group of 18 independent industry professionals,
determine and honor innovation in the development and refinement
of buildings-related products.
“The seventh edition of the PIA awards recognizes manufacturers
that are committed to, and are working arduously toward,
delivering more sustainable products, as well as products that
deliver better performance, life and affordability,” stated Jim
Crockett, Editorial Director – Architectural Products Magazine.
Made in the USA, ThinLine Architectural LED is transforming the
look of interior spaces including offices, classrooms,
showrooms, exam rooms, corridors and retail applications.
It’s contemporary, ultra-compact design provides quality
light with enhanced color rendering accuracy while
significantly reducing energy consumption.
“We take a holistic approach with fixture design, incorporating elements that include a new and fresh
aesthetic, enhanced occupant experience utilizing advanced controls, and, of course, unmatched
performance,” said energybank Founder and CEO Neal Verfuerth. “Our proprietary No Fly Zone™ lens
containment allows for thermal expansion and contraction while maintaining a tight seal to prevent
infiltration by insects and dust.”
High-performance ThinLine Architectural LED helps customers improve operations by delivering
maximum quality light output for the least amount of energy input. “To me, the light from ThinLine LED
is almost more natural feeling than the sun,” remarked Dr. Kenneth Katz, founder and chairman of
Forefront Dermatology (120+ clinics nationwide). “As a dermatologist and Mohs surgeon, I can see the
patient better, diagnose them better and treat them better.”
Although less than five years old, energybank’s suite of high-performance LED products continues to
receive industry accolades and customer validation for overall design and performance.

###

energybank, a Wisconsin-based company, is a leader in American innovation specializing in the advancement of
solid state lighting, controls and IoT. Through its proprietary thermal management, optical optimization and
application engineering capabilities, energybank maximizes the performance and longevity of LED to achieve LED
Done Right®.
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